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AN AFTERNOON
OF BEAUTY CONTINUES TO
BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY

addition to the food that was collected. Cosmetology
students proudly donated their time by utilizing the
skills they are working hard to perfect in class on real
customers, friends, and family members.

Eastern Suffolk BOCES
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Patchogue, New York 11772

The 11th annual Afternoon of Beauty fundraising event
was held this holiday season simultaneously in the
Cosmetology Departments at both Milliken Technical
Center in Oakdale and Harry B. Ward Technical Center
in Riverhead. This event was open to the public and
offered salon services for a donation of $5 along with
a nonperishable food item. Available services included
haircuts, thermal styling, blowouts, manicures,
and paraffin treatments. St. John’s Nepomucene in
Bohemia, the Long Island Council of Churches, and
New Beginnings Community Center in Riverhead
benefitted from this event, which raised $750, in
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Engineering Teacher Subrina Oliver, at the Eastern
Long Island Academy of Applied Technology, recently
introduced her students to the latest class project –
obstacle course design. Her class is collaborating with
the Personal Training Program, which hosts an annual
intra-school obstacle course each spring. This year,
the Engineering students are attempting to design the
course itself.
To do so, students are learning to employ the
engineering design process, a systematic way to solve
problems that is used by engineers worldwide. This
project is teaching them about game theories, game
strategies, and making them realize that they use the
same concepts to design a board game as they would
for a video game and an obstacle course. “The elements,
the rules, the science, the math, all come into play,”
said Oliver. “Many students have seen obstacle courses

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
DESIGN SCHOOL
OBSTACLE COURSE

but they may not realize they can create them; this is
engineering in action.”
Each student was required to follow certain criteria to
develop a course. Next, they were put into groups of
two and are now in the process of calculating how to
unify the two designs into an original idea. They will use
math and science to ensure the obstacles are safe, and
consider esthetics, colors, and all the client’s needs (the
client is the Personal Training teacher). They will even
participate in any construction later in the school year.
The Personal Training teacher will choose one winning
course from both the afternoon and the morning classes
and decide if he wants to use the entire course or certain
elements. Said Oliver, “This activity has made them
understand there is more to the game industry than
virtual games and video games. They may realize that
this can be a career.”

Two teams of
students, James
Alexander,
Riverhead CSD;
Aidan Sawaya,
Riverhead CSD;
Phillip Turcios,
Brentwood UFSD;
and Christopher
Schmidt, Riverhead
CSD, collaborate to
further develop their
obstacle courses.

TEAMWORK AT
THE ACADEMY

A team effort at BTC resulted in more
than $1,100 being raised to benefit
breast cancer awareness. The Visual Art
and Design class joined forces with the
Barbering Program to raise funds for
this worthy cause through the sale of
pink and white cookies and barbering
services. The Visual Art students also
painted styrofoam wig stands for
chemotherapy patients.
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ACADEMY LI CULINARY
STUDENTS WIN
PRESTIGIOUS COMPETITION
Congratulations to our Eastern Long Island Academy
of Applied Technology Culinary students Owen
Eubanks, Todd Fehr, and Daniel Brake! They are one
of the winning teams that placed in the top three in the
American Culinary Federation Long Island Chapter’s
“Ready Set Cook” High School Competition. This
competition took place on the evening of Monday,
November 5, at the Edward J. Milliken Technical Center
(MTC) in Oakdale. Each of the Academy students
attend the Culinary Program at MTC. Teams of culinary
students from all three Long Island-based BOCES
challenged each other for the opportunity to win
scholarships to the Culinary Institute of New York at
Monroe College. The American Culinary Federation will
announce which teams placed first, second, and third in
March. Scholarship winners will each receive $28,000,
$20,000, and $16,000, for first, second, and third place,
respectively.
Six teams of three students each were paired with
a professional chef advisor. All competitors were
informed in advance of the protein they would be given
(a raw, whole chicken) and they were also required to
prepare a vegetable and a carbohydrate. The teams
consulted with their advisors and then had one hour
to cook their entrées. Frank Costantino, assistant vice
president for academics and the dean for the School
of Hospitality Management for the Culinary Institute of
New York at Monroe College, presided over the event
and chose the winners. Entrants were scored on a
point value system in categories such as organization,
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sanitation, utilization of ingredients, creativity, flavor,
and texture. Said Academy Culinary Arts Teacher Matt
Kozak, “I’m so proud of my students. They spent two
years in my classroom working hard to get to this point.
Just participating in this competition has helped to
take their education to the next level in terms of timing,
finesse, and working in a professional environment, not
to mention building their confidence.”

Owen Eubanks, Islip UFSD; Todd Fehr, Bayport-Blue Point UFSD; and
Daniel Brake, Islip UFSD, show off their winning entrée.

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
STUDENTS CAPTURE
CATHEDRAL PINES
BEAUTY
The Academy’s Professional Photography
students from BTC visited Cathedral
Pines Park where they captured
colorful tree splendor while working on
composition and design techniques and
the use of framing and perspective.
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The Early Childhood Education
(ECE) Program, available through
the Academy at MTC and also
in the Special Career Education
Program at ICC, prepares high
school students to work with,
teach, and supervise children
in day care centers, preschools,
camps, and more.

Recently, high school students in
the ECE Program at the Academy
hosted a fun, festive holiday meal
at MTC for preschool students
and their families. The meal was
prepared and served by Academy
culinary students.

After the meal, ECE students led
some fun games for the threeand four-year-olds to engage in
physical activity and learning, such
as “Red Light, Green Light, 123.”

Academy ECE students who study
in the program for two years, work toward completing their Child Development
Associate credential, a nationally-recognized credential that equips candidates
to meet state licensing requirements and work as a child care professional in
various settings, or to become a lead teacher in a preschool.

The ECE Program at ICC also recently
hosted a visit by Pediatric/Adolescent
Dentist Dr. Mark Salerno of Oakdale. Dr.
Mark explained the importance of good
dental hygiene to the preschoolers and
showed them the proper way to brush their
teeth. Visits like this one are integrated
with classroom preschool lessons on topics
about health. ECE students are required to
create lesson plans and take turns teaching
classes that include math, science, and art.
Dr. Mark Salerno talks to the preschoolers
about dental health.

At another event, preschoolers were shown how to create
a seasonal centerpiece to adorn their tables at home.
Students from the Horticulture Program at ICC also
assisted in helping each of the preschoolers to make the
craft using flowers, greens, and other elements.
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ACADEMY STUDENTS JOIN
FORCES TO REFURBISH
TRAILER FOR POLICE
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A three-way collaboration among students from
different programs at the Eastern Long Island Academy
of Applied Technology recently resulted in a renovated
trailer for the Suffolk County Police Department (SCPD).
The participating classes included Welding, Auto Body,
and Automotive Technology. This project took place at
the Edward J. Milliken Technical Center in Oakdale.

and reflective tape that SCPD supplied. The Auto
Technology class installed and tested a new trailer
lighting system and performed a health check on the
entire trailer, making it clear that the bearings on all
four wheels needed to be replaced. They also checked
the function of the electric brake system, mounted and
balanced new tires.

SCPD came to the Auto Body class with a trailer in need The Academy and SCPD have worked together before
of repairs, which they planned to use for transporting
in similar capacities. These collaborations provide
barriers once it was restored. Welding students
students with the opportunity to engage in projectdesigned and custom fabricated the front, sides, and
based learning while helping their community. Said
functioning doors on the rear of the trailer based on
Brian LaBarba, Auto Body teacher, “Our students
a picture the police provided, taking raw material and
are proud to participate in endeavors that help the
cutting it to size, mocking it up, and then performing all police, especially large projects like this that involve
the strategic welds.
classmates from other programs in the school.”
Auto Body students
sandblasted,
prepped, and
painted the four
rims, prepped all the
bare surface metal
and doors that the
Welding students
had fabricated, and
applied primer,
sealer and highstrength paint to
match the SCPD
fleet. They also
Adult student Pablo Pantaleon,
applied decals,
Brentwood, applies touch-ups
name badges,
to the new paint.
Academy students and staff pose on the restored trailer with Sergeant Michael
Mallin from SCPD.

SCARE TACTICS

The Cosmetology students
in Michele Pristina’s class at
MTC recently used the visual
power of special effects
makeup to raise money for
breast cancer awareness and
research. Channeling their
creativity while employing this
specialized skillset, students
produced out-of-the-ordinary
looks on fellow students and
members of the community for
a donation of $5 a person for
their fundraiser. Horror movieworthy scars were the number
one requested look, in addition
to spectacular fantasy makeup.
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Learning how to protect themselves in the world
of healthcare is one of the first skills Medical
Assisting students learn at Harry B. Ward Technical
Center. Mastering a proper medical hand wash,
which is different from an ordinary hand wash, and
understanding how to wear personal protective
equipment, or PPE, are skills they will use throughout
their careers.
There are many different types of PPE and Medical
Assisting Teacher Michelle Burton exposed her students
to all of them during a recent lesson. These included
gowns, gloves, masks, goggles, booties, and head
coverings. “Knowing what to wear depends upon the
procedure they are doing,” explained Burton. “Are they
drawing blood? Are they assisting in minor surgery?

MEDICAL ASSIST STUDENTS
LEARN TO WEAR
PROTECTIVE GEAR
Are they coming in contact with a patient who has an
airborne infection?”
In addition to learning what to wear, students practiced
how to don and doff (put on and remove) gear and
to do so in the proper sequence – an essential skill
when equipment is soiled. For example, gloves are the
first piece of gear professionals remove and do so by
inserting a single finger inside a glove at the wrist and
turning it inside out as they slide it off their hand. This
method contains the body fluids within the glove. To
emphasize the importance of adhering to procedure,
Burton had her students suit up, squirt ketchup and
mustard on each other to represent body fluids, and
properly remove their equipment. “If done correctly,
they should be able to protect themselves,” she said.

Left: Using ketchup
to simulate
blood, Alexander
Soulopulos,
Eastport-South
Manor CSD,
carefully follows the
proper sequence
of removing
soiled PPE.
Right: A student
demonstrates a
proper medical
hand wash.

Left: Tajay Dallas,
Hampton Bays
UFSD; Sofia
Gonzalez, Hampton
Bays UFSD; and
Patryca Karwowska,
Riverhead CSD,
dressed in PPE.
Right: Nicole
Gutierrez,
Longwood CSD,
practices the
correct procedure
to remove gloves.
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RETHINKING THE
TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM
DESK AND CHAIR
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One look inside Lisa Mongiello’s classroom and you’ll notice
something is missing – the conventional classroom configuration of
single-person desks aligned in neat uniform rows. Ms. Mongiello
teaches Animal Science at BTC, and this year she took a different route
to classroom seating. She did away with the traditional desks and
the seating chart, and replaced everything with alternative options
because of the numerous benefits it offers students.
Students have several choices throughout the day as lessons move
from presentations, to collaborative projects, to writing assignments,
to hands-on activities. They may begin the class at the rectangular
tables that fill the center of the classroom.
These fit two to six students, depending upon
the project. For different assignments, they can
choose to sit on a small couch with its coffee
table and area rug, on the barstools in the back
of the class, raise the tables to convert them
into standing desks, or use the stability balls at
the tables or at the computer bank. “Students
choose the seating that works best for them,
enabling them to do their best learning,”
Mongiello explained.
Don’t think that the non-traditional seating
and lack of a rigid configuration means a lack
of structure. “This seating is designed for
collaboration,” said Mongiello. She points out
that students gain ownership and empowerment over their
choices. Additionally, studies have shown that sitting for
extended periods of time is not healthy. These options
allow students to move around the class, which provides
more blood and oxygen to the brain, making it easier to
focus and work.
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HIGH ROLLERS
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Just how good are the Cosmetology students in
Kathleen Calandra’s class at WTC? Well take a look at
these pictures. To bolster teamwork, Calandra paired her
students into teams of two and had them complete a roller set on a
mannequin’s head while one partner was blindfolded. She did this to
promote camaraderie since her students are seniors and will be in the
workforce soon after
graduation. The blindfolded
student separated, combed,
rolled, and pinned the hair
while her partner gave
verbal assistance and
provided support.

Find Your Future Here

BONDS OF STEEL!

Academy Law Enforcement students
at Ward Tech recently engaged in
team-building exercises to strengthen
bonds. For this particular activity, eight
participating students used each other
as support while the chairs they were
sitting upon were slowly removed.
These lessons promote trust, teamwork,
and confidence.

Download
our
mobile app!
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For more news and information about the
Eastern Long Island Academy of Applied Technology,
please visit our website: www.academyli.org

Follow the
Academy on

BAC STUDENTS HELP
THEIR NEIGHBORS
IN NEED

BAC students delivered food, clothing,
hygiene products, and other helpful items
to families living in HELP Suffolk shelter.
For the second year in a row, Bellport
Academic Center students held a food
and clothing collection for families
currently living in the shelter. The
purpose was to raise awareness of
community needs right in the school’s
own backyard. “It also increases students’
gratitude and thankfulness for what we
have,” said Lisa Larson, a school social
worker at BAC.
“Some of our lessons have
focused on random acts of
kindness—how to positively
affect another person’s life
with one small deed.” The
students involved in this
project, accompanied by
Teachers Josh Maisonave and
Lisa Rotella, hand-delivered
clothes, jackets/coats,
hygiene products, diapers,
shoes, and nonperishable
foods to the shelter.

BROOKHAVEN LEARNING CENTER
AT SAMOSET GETS FUN AND
FURRY LESSON
BLC students
engaged in a fun and
furry lesson when
they met “Smudge,” a
six-month-old Angora
rabbit, thanks to
the Canine Career
students from ICC
who came to visit.
Tactile activities
like this one help
these special needs
students to expand
their learning abilities.
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TSP AT BLC SENIOR WINS
ELECTION TO CLASS PRESIDENT

High school students in the Transition Services Program (TSP) at
Brookhaven Learning Center gave election campaign speeches
to their fellow classmates in order to run for office in positions of
leadership. In their speeches, many spoke of their desire to help
others in the school. “Helping others is the best thing you can do!”
one student said.
When senior Jaclyn, Shoreham-Wading River CSD, won election
to the position of class president, she commented, “I feel very
confident.” Her first campaign will be making posters to
stop bullying.
TSP provides a half or full day applied academics program,
which emphasizes life and employability skills, to students
with mild to moderate developmental disabilities.

Class
President
Jaclyn

SOARING LIKE EAGLES

IAC students and staff participated in a confidence and team-building
exercise at the Brookhaven Roe YMCA in Holtsville. This initiative took
place on aerial equipment high above the ground where helping and
assisting others, leadership, risk-taking, learning, and persistence were
the valued outcomes. Sometimes unsuccessful
first attempts led to an overwhelming sense of
accomplishment both in personal and group
confidence. At the end of the day, all participants
felt the day was an incredible triumph.
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EVENT OF CHAMPIONS

Every student who participated in the Special Olympics
at BLC deserved a gold medal, including the Academy
LI Physical Therapy Aide (PTA) students at BTC who
were on hand to support the BLC student athletes and
apply their own skills.
After a grand opening ceremony and parade, students
rotated through athletic events that were set up in the
gym, playground, and parking lot. Activities included
running races, baseball, soccer, volleyball, lawn darts,
and bowling, among many others. Students also
took turns leading cheers for their classmates, and
celebrated their triumphs with music and dancing.
Throughout the morning, PTA students interacted
with the BLC students and gained valuable experience
in the areas of physical mobility, the use of assistive

Champions Joshua, Brentwood UFSD, Zach, Rocky Point UFSD,
and Ahnaf, Middle Country CSD, display their gold medals.

Allan, Central Islip
UFSD, leads the opening
ceremonies with the
Olympic torch.
David, Kings Park CSD,
taking a swing at the ball,
is cheered on by Individual
Aide Kipp Henkin.

equipment, and delivering quality care. Amaechi
Anyene, Physical Therapy Aide student who aspires to
a career as an occupational therapist, said, “When we
spend time with the students, we get to learn about
different abilities, and help them to reach their potential
and greatest level of independence.”
For more than 10 years, the Long Island Region of the
Special Olympics has partnered with the students and
staff at BLC to plan activities where students can try
out and participate in sports in the best environment
for each athlete to succeed. Said Lindsey Coyle,
Special Olympics program director, “This event offers
a competitive, athletic spirit to kids and gives them
opportunities in a setting that makes them shine.”

Tyshawn and Barthely, both from Brentwood UFSD, have a friendly
table hockey competition.
Catherine , South
Country CSD, and
Stephanie, East Islip
UFSD, receive support
and encouragement
in the lawn dart event
from Academy Physical
Therapy Aide students
Nielsen Lamarre,
Brentwood UFSD,
and Jenna Campo,
Bayshore UFSD.

Academy
Physical Therapy
Aide students
Amaechi Anyene,
Brentwood UFSD,
and Ruth Villeda,
Westhampton
Beach UFSD,
help Milagros,
Brentwood
UFSD, get set
to score a strike
in the bowling
competition.
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JEFFERSON ACADEMIC CENTER
PRIORITIZES CHARACTER BUILDING
Students and staff at JAC recently launched a program
to strengthen ties to the four pillars of the school –
commitment, community, respect, and responsibility.
To begin this program, students received a new
school T-shirt, which they wore to an assembly where
a magician performed while speaking about good
decision making. After the presentation, the newest
members of the school’s Student Staff Organization
were inducted into the club by the administration. JAC
is an Eastern Suffolk BOCES school that provides special
education services to middle school-aged students with
special needs.

explained Christian Scott, social worker at the school
and member of the Student Staff Organization. The
student members decided upon T-shirts and the
organization conceptualized the school’s new tagline,
“Building Character to Navigate Life’s Journey,” which
is featured on the back of the T-shirts. Additionally,
they selected a symbol, the compass rose, and name,
Jefferson Voyagers, to adorn the front of the T-shirts.
Similar materials promoting this subject matter are
posted on walls throughout the school. “We always

The Student Staff Organization developed the idea
of having the student body, as a whole, reaffirm its
focus on good values and character. “This is a theme
we are going to come back to throughout the year,”

look for new and engaging ways to bring
students and staff together to promote positive
beliefs, behaviors, ethics, and morals. Involving
students in this process provides the staff with
valuable insight and infuses an element of
authenticity into these efforts for which the rest
of the students respond,” said Scott.
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GIVING
BACK TO
DOGS AND
VETERANS

A representative from
the New York chapter of
Paws of War visited the
Canine Careers class
at ICC to talk about the
program. Paws of War is a
nonprofit organization that
trains and places shelter
dogs with veterans who
suffer from the emotional
effects of war. These
dogs provide therapeutic
benefits and unconditional
love. The Canine Careers
students offer free dog
grooming services on
Fridays for the dogs of
veterans participating in
this program.

WORKING TOWARD
ADVANCED CERTIFICATIONS

The Welding students in Taylor Terhaar’s class at ICC are busy fabricating
these metal desk organizers, which they will sell later this year during
an in-school fundraiser. The monies raised will help offset the cost of
industry certifications that they can obtain. Holding specific certifications
will distinguish these
students from other job
seekers, making them
more marketable after
graduation and provide
them with increased
earning power.
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SAC STUDENTS ENJOY BREAKFAST,
Q & A TIME WITH VETERANS

Students at Sayville Academic Center put a lot of heart into celebrating
veterans. They made cards for them and welcomed them to breakfast
at their school. Most of the local veterans were members of the Sayville
American Legion. Before they sat down to breakfast in various classrooms,
the vets answered students’ questions about their experiences.
Carissa Agnello, an Army veteran, helped the country for several years
during and following 9/11. Her son Cole, a student in the class, watched
proudly as his mom met other boys and girls and answered their questions
while giving her presentation about her Army experiences.
Sayville American Legion veteran
Fred Hinze meets student Virginia,
Central Islip UFSD.

Army veteran Carissa Agnello
with her son, Cole, Sachem CSD.

Sayville American Legion Post
Commander Steve Antonacci
answers questions from students.

ESTHETICS IN ACTION

Our Adult Education Esthetics students are hard at work
mastering a range of skills that include facials, eyebrow
shaping, waxing, traditional and airbrush makeup
applications, and paraffin hand treatments.
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The great thing about this program is that students
have the opportunity to hone their proficiency on real
customers who visit the school spa for discounted
services during the week. This provides students with
numerous hours of valuable
hands-on practice as they
perform services. Here’s a
quick look at them working on
classmates and a customer:

TEA FOR TWO …
OR THREE …
OR FOUR!
The annual Grandparents’ Tea
was held at Masera Learning
Center earlier this year. This
special event brings students,
grandparents, and loved ones
together for crafts, cookies,
and hot cocoa. It’s no surprise
it has become a favorite
happening with students,
staff, and family.

Download
our
mobile app!

For more news and information about
Eastern Suffolk BOCES, please visit our
newly designed website: www.esboces.org

Follow
ESBOCES on
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LEAF ART EXERCISE USES
WRITING SKILLS AND ART

The students in Salvatore Guastella’s class at Westhampton
Beach Learning Center recently participated in a fun, twopart activity that involved art and writing. Using leaves, twigs,
flowers, berries, glue, and paper, each student manipulated the
leaves into different animals to create a picture before writing a
story about that animal as if it were alive. Mr. Guastella showed
students several examples of leaf art to inspire their creativity
and, providing assistance when
needed, let his students use their
artistic interpretation to produce
an animal and write a short story
about it. Said Mr. Guastella,
“This assignment reinforces
independent thinking.”

Hunter, RemsenburgSpeonk UFSD, works with
Special Education Teacher
Salvatore Guastella to create
a leaf art animal.

Sakaiya, William
Floyd UFSD;
Palacios, Hampton
Bays UFSD; and
Alicia, William Floyd
UFSD, work on their
leaf art projects.

Follow us! Like us! Share us!
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